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V. A. Livshits 

PARTHIANS JOKING* 

In April of 1992 Iranian scholars - archaeologists, stu
dents of local lore and linguists working in the Department 
of cultural heritage of the province (ostan) of Khorasan in
vestigated rock inscriptions and petroglyphs in the gorges 
known as Lakh-Mazar, not far from the settlement of K Och 
(29 km to the south-east of BTrjand). The results of 
their work have been published in two articles in Persian in 
the report entitled "A Series of Scholarly Works. Rock 
Images of Lakh-Mazar" [I]. The outstanding Iranian 
scholar. late professor Ahmad Taffazzoli kindly supplied 
me with a copy of this public a ti on; some inscriptions 
seemed to me a bit amusing. 

Through the gorges of Lakh-Mazar runs the road from 
Khorasan to Kerman. Travellers have left on the rocks 
numerous inscriptions - Arabic (Kufic and later, 35 in
scriptions in all. some of them with dates of the lunar Hijra 
calendar - 847I1443--44, 891 1486, 902/ 1496-97, 
97211564-65, 985/1577-78, 111511703-04) [2]. New 
Persian ( 8 inscriptions), all of them very brief: containing 
personal names and Qur'anic formulas (only in Arabic) [3]. 
and Parthian, more lengthy [4]. which arc probably the lat
est Parthian texts found within the Iranian territory [5]. 

The authors of the rep011 date the Lakh-Mazar 
Parthian inscriptions to the fifth century. This date. in their 
opinion. is confirmed by the finds of the coins of king 
Kavad I (488-531) in the gorges and by the presence of 
an engraved image representing a man's head in a crown in 
which KhanTkT secs the portrait of this king [6]. 

In the "Report" the Parthian inscriptions arc repro
duced on 6 photographs and 5 plates of tracings [7]; it is 
rather ditlicult to use and read them, because many charac
ters are doubtless disto11ed. It can be noticed, however. that 
in the tracings among other inscriptions one can distinguish 
variants ("drafts") of the same Parthian texts. which arc 
very carefully (even calligraphically. if we can apply the 
term here) executed on other rocks by the same hand with 
a clear difference between rand d (the last one with a dia
critic below the character) and a distinct form of h. 

Rasul Bashshash. who published the tran~litcration. 
transcription and translation into Persian of the six most 
clearly distinguishable Parthian inscriptions of Lakh-Mazar. 
made a conclusion that they were ritual. telling about rel i
gious ceremonies in honour of the Zoroastrian deities 

To the 111e11101y of'Ahmad Tafii::::oli 

of Truth and Righteousness. The word drll'd.i:t ·firm. 
righteous', which is present in some of the inscriptions. 
Bashshash associated with the Middle Persian name of the 
religious sect of drist-den<ln, lit. '(with) the right faith'. 
connected with the Mazdakite movement. Bashshash [8] 
in this connection cites the well-known passage from the 
Byzantine historian John Malala [9] about the arrival in 
Rome in the reign of Diocletian of Bundos the Manichacan, 
whose teaching contradicted the doctrine of Mani. and who 
then moved to Iran where his teaching, according to Malala, 
became known under the name of (liin) Laristhrniin - the 
rendering of the Middle Persian drist-deniin [ l OJ. 

The second subject, which, in the opinion of Bas hshash, 
is considered in the Parthian inscriptions of L akh-Mazar, 
is the improvement of the Zoroastrian ritual of 11ok-
1wH·<ir (variants: nayewar, niiirnr) connected with the com
ing of age ( 15 years) when a boy received his sacred belt 
(kustl-bandn. and the perfonnance of the rites through 
which faithful Zoroastrians attain the priestly rank of 
herhed [I I]. 

The reading of the Parthian inscriptions from Uikh
Mazar led me to the conclusion that they have nothing 
to do with Zoroastrian ritual practices as well as with the 
Mazdakite drist-deniin sect. The Lakh-Mazar inscriptions 
present an example of humorous texts, which rearly occur 
in Iranian epigraphies. Their humour, one has to admit, is 
rather primitive. but let us be lenient towards the fifth
century Parthian jokes. The authors of these inscriptions 
were six Parthian lads working as guides on the mountain 
road running through the gorges. Their names were 
Mihrban (Mtrrhn, lit. 'possessing the brilliance of Mithra"), 
Wisadewenen (Wl'.i'/ni:rn_rn, 'with open gaze') [12], 
ArdaxsTr ( 'rtlritr, 'having the favour of [the deity of] Right
eousness and Power') [ 13], Girdazad ( Grt ':: 't, 'having the 
free [celestial] orb'), Pary6z-naw (Prgir::-n\\· 'new victor") 
and Wahram (Wr(1r'111, '[created by] Veretragn'). Their 
"visiting card" is the inscription in which their names arc 
enumerated [14]. These lads were not remarkable for their 
modesty, which is testified by their statement [ 15]: 
(I) 111trrh11 (2) 11:r.i:tn1:r111·11 W 111tr1•h11 (3) MNW 11 '\'/ drll'd.i:t 
(4) drnyd sr lfWYt I Mihrhiin Wi.frlde\\'e11e11 ui Mihrhiin 
ke /1(1_\·ed dru(ll')di.i:t ud drisld sar ahed I ("[Says] Mihrban: 
if Wisadewenen and Mihrban take anyone across [the 

'This article was prepared with the financial support of the Russian Humanitarian Scientific Fund, project No. 02-0100080A. 

t V. A. Li\'shits. 2002 
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mountain], he stays in good order (lit. 'correct, right') and 
his head sound(?)") [16]. 

That they were proud of their profession is revealed in 
another one-line inscription [ 17]: mflybn W W\'.,t1'\\:\'nyn MNW 
n :\'/ drud\:t 1~1svt I Mihrbiin ud Wisiideivenen ke niiyed 
dru(w)dW trLrsed I ("Mihrban and Wisadewenen [if they] take 
anyone through, will strive to take him in good order") [18]. 

Those lads were probably taking pleasure making 
jokes and laughing at each other. For some reason they did 
not like ArdaxsTr's donkey, of which they twice informed 
the world - in a crudely scratched inscription and in an
other one, clearly carved upon a rock with a firm hand [19]: 
(I) 'rt/J.{!r (2) ~111·twr pty (3) fjMR )ysyt (4) pty fjMR MH 
(5) 011,l'll'.\: I Ardax.ffr xwadiill' pad xar iiyised pad xar ce 
anei·ii., I ("Lord ArdaxsTr comes upon a donkey, the donkey 
which is out of his mind (lit. 'which is mad')") [20]. 

The guides did not lack certain artistic abilities. Two of 
them carved on the rocks several images of lions [21 ]. Upon 
one of them they wrote [22]: (I) .{grll' ZNH kyrt (2) grt ':: 't 
( W) 111/rrhn : im fogru kird Girdii::iid ud Mihrbiin I ("This 
lion has been made by Girdazad and Mihrban") [23]. 

Once three of the lads decided to improve their rock 
gallery by adding some images of bears [24]. Upon one of 
them they wrote [25]: (I) ~rsk ZNH kyrt (2) wy.{tyw(v)n W 
'r1~1-\:t[r] (3) W MNW p(t)y ZNH ~rsk (4) fjMR 'KLw W .{ 't 
[fjMR'?] 'KLw (5) 11-y.{tyw(y)n (L)[fjw prz]1yt I im xirsak 
kird Wisiidewen Mihrbiin ud Ardaxsilr] ud ke pad im 
xirsak mad wxard ud siid [mad?] wxard Wi.{iidewen [26] 
h[o parzii]red I ("This bear Wisadewen, Mihrban and 
ArdaxsTr have made. And [if] anyone have drank [27] 
wine upon this bear and drank [wine?] with joy, then 
Wisadewcn will [withho]ld [28] [him] [29] [from further 
libations]"). 

Such are the texts of the Parthian inscriptions on the 
rocks in the gorges of Lakh-Mazar, as far as it is possible to 
read them from photographs and tracings published in the 
report made by Iranian scholars. Unfortunately, these trac
ings do not allow to produce a reliable reading of a number 
of these inscriptions. Those, however, which can be read 
and interpreted, demonstrate the creative activities of the 
fifth century Pai1hian guides, whose simple jokes have been 
recorded on the rocks of Lakh-Mazar. 

Notes 

I. Rajab-' All Labbaf-i Khanlkl. Rasul Bashshash. Silsilc-.ri maqiiliit-i paz/11/hishl-yi mlrc/.1·-i fi1rhangl-yi kishH·ar. I. Sangnigiirc-yi 
!.iikh-.\fa::iir ( B11jand. 13 73 I 1994 ). 

2. Raj ab-· All Labbaf-i KhanlkL "Guzarish-i barrasl-yi sangnigarc-yi Lakh-Mazar-i Blrjand". in Silsilc-yi maqiiliit, pp. 22-3. 
3. !hid. 
4. It is difficult to establish the exact number of Parthian inscriptions. Khiinlkl (ibid.) mentions that there arc more than 80 Parthian 

and Middle Persian inscriptions; however I could not find a single Middle Persian one among the photographs or tracings rcproduft'~ in 
the publication I pp. 40-3 ). There are photographs of six Parthian inscriptions and tracings of about forty. The tracings. however, are not 
precise and in most cases it is difficult to distinguish the borders between different Parthian inscriptions. 

5. The Parthian language once widespread in Eastern Iran (Parthia, Margiana. Gyrcania) and Central Asia disappeared probably in 
the sixth century leaving no descendants. Parthian Manichaean texts discovered in Chinese Turkestan were copied in the eighth - first 
half of the tenth century. At that time Parthian was one of the official languages of the eastern Manichaean Church, Parthian texts were 
copied in Sogdian and Uighur Manichacan communities. 

6. Khanlkl. op. cit .. p. 3 I. 
7. /hid .. pp. 40--4; Rasul Bashshash, "Katlbeha-yi khatt-i partl-yi dowre-yi siisanl-yi sangnigarc-yi Lakh-Mazar-i Kuch", Silsile-.ri 

11/ll'flillit, pp. 58 -63. 
8. Bashshash. op. cit .. pp. 73--4. 
9. loa1111is Malalae Xronographia, rec. Ludovici Dindorfii (Bonnae, 1831 ), pp. 309, 429, 444, 471-2. 

I 0. In another passage. Malala mentions the nickname given to Kavad, who joined the Ma?dakites: K6adi!s o Laristhenos 'Kavad 
[from the sect of) drist-dell(/n'. For more information about this Mazdakite sect. sec A. Christensen. Le regnc du roi Kamid I ct le 
co1111111111i.1·111e ma::dakite (Copenhague. 1925). pp. 97-9. - Det Kongelige Danske Yidcnskabernes Selskabs historisk-filologiske 
:Vkddelclser. IX. 6; idem, L 'Iran SO//S /cs Sassanidcs. 2mc edition (Copenhai,'Ue, 1944), pp. 337-9. 

11. Bashshash. op. cit .. p. 74 and the English summary of his article. p.11. · 
12. Cf Parthian Manichaean verb 11·i.i:cih-. wi.icid- 'open. free, let go' and Middle Persian patronymic Wi.icidcin (W.i 't '11), sec 

Ph. Ciignoux. "Noms proprcs sassanides en moyen-perse cpigraphique", in !ranisches Pcrsonenna111e11buch. Bd. II, Faszikel 2 (Wien, 
1986). p. 184. No. 1011. 

13. In the opinion of Bashshash. Ardaxslr mentioned in the Uikh-Mazar inscriptions may be identified with the Sasanian king 
Ardaxslr I. the son of Papak (224--240). See Khiinlkl. op. cit .. p. 39. n. 69. 

14. Bashshash. op. cit .. p. 59 (photograph of the inscription; see fig. I of our article). 
15. Partly damaged letters are marked with brackets, square brackets indicate restored characters. The transliteration marks the 

division into lines. 
16. Bashshash. op. cit .. p. 63. photograph (see fig. 2, of our article). A not very precise tracing of another inscription with the same 

text (a "draft""). cf Khanlkl. op. cit .. p. 41, plate. section 0-2 (sec/ig. 3). In these inscriptions the worddrwdit ~ dru(w)di.it 'strong, right, 
correct' is most noteworthy - from Old Iranian *druv(a)-dWa-. lit. ·well-built, well-made'. This word allows to correct the etymology of 
Persian durust 'right. correct' established in Iranian studies. In book Middle Persian (Pahlavi) it appears in several variants: dru.1·t, dru11·ist, 
(drwst. dn1:r1·1). in the third century Middle Persian inscriptions also dmwist (drwdst). in Manichaean Middle Persian - drlst (drrst), 
in Parthian Manichaean - dru.it (dndl). See D. N. MacKenzie. A Concise Pahlavi Dictio11arv (London. 1971), p. 28; Ph. Gignoux, 
Glossaire des Inscriptions Pchlci·ies ct Parthcs (London. 1972) p. 22. - Corpus inscriptionum iranicarum. Supplemertary series, vol. I; 
H. S. Nyberg. A Manual of' Pahlavi, vol. II (Wiesbaden, 1974), p. 67; M. Boyce. "A word-list of Manichaean Middle Persian and 
Parthian". Acta !ranica. 9a ( 1977). p. 35. From the nineteenth century this word was traced back to Old Iranian *druvi.ita-, superlative 
form of *drm·(a)- 'healthy. strong'. sec Nyberg, op. cit., p. 67. Parthiatrd/'\1.d.it I dru(.w)di.i:t in the Lakh-Mazar inscriptions allow to recon
sider this interpretation: Persian durust and the Middle Persian and Parthian forms cited above derive from Old Iranian *druv(a)-difo1- -
from dru1·(a)- 'healthy. strong' and *di.ita- -~perfect participle from the root *dis-, *dais- 'form, build'. The word dn·s.rd I drisfrl" I. 
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judging by the context of the inscription, has a similar meaning - 'healthy, prosperous'. Its etymology is not clear to me. Bashshash 
(op. cit., p. 63) reads d1:r[s ]d instead of d1ysrd, prl1wrt lfarxwi!d I instead of sr lfWYt. 

17. Bashshash, op. cit., p. 61 (photograph; sec fig. 4 of our article); KhanTkT, op. cit., p. 40, plate, section C-2 - D-2, the tracing is 
not precise (see Jig. 5 of our article). 

18. The translation '" ... then they will take great care [to take him through]" is less likely. Bashshash (op. cit., p. 61) suggested to read 
the final part of the inscription in the following way: tlhx[syt drwd.it ... ], however, there is no text after tl1syt neither on the photograph nor 
in the tracing. It is the first time. as far as I can judge, that the present stem tuxs- 'be laborious. strive. work", appears in Parthian. In the 
published Manichaean Parthian texts this stem has the form 111.d-. the same is in the Middle- and New Persian (see MacKenzie, op. cit .. 
p. 84: Boyce. op. cit., p. 88; A. Ghilain. Es.mi sur la /angue parthe (Louvain. 1939). p. 48). Old Persian ham-ta.d- 'be diligent, strive', 
Avcst. lhmx.foh- 'zeal'. Old Indian twik.~·as- 'energy'. Sec W. Brandcnstcin and M. Mayrhofcr. Handhuch des Altpcrsischen (Wiesbaden, 
1964), p. 144; M. Mayrhofcr, "Uber Kontaminationen dcr indoiranischcn Sippen von ai. tak.y-, twak.y-, *tvar.i-", Indo-lranica. Melanges 
pr<!senti!s cl Georg Morgenstierne G /'occasion de son soixante-dLtic!me anniversaire (Wiesbaden, 1964), pp. 142-8. 

19. Bashshiish, op. cit., p. 58 (photograph; sec /ig. 6 of our article); KhanTkT, op. cit .. p. 40, plate, section C-2 - the tracing is not 
precise (see/lg. 5 of our article). 

20. Bashshash for I/MR takes the meaning 'wine': ·wine' in Aramaic is (uimar, 'donkey, ass' INmlir, in writing these words 
are homographs. The verbal form ·:vs.rt I iiyised is notewm1hy for the presence in it of the Praes. stem ii1·is-. from Old Iranian *ii-isa
(cf. Sogdian ')•.1· I iiys, esl). which. as demonstrated by Pa11hian Manichaean texts. in the dialect. which had formed the basis of the written 
Parthian. as early as the third centu1y contracted into as- (see Ghilain. op. cit .. p. 49. n. I 0. p. I 03: Boyce. op. cit .• p. 15). Cf. also the 
skilful explanation of the structure of the place-name Khorasan in the poem Wis-u Ramin by Fakhr al-DTn GiirganT drawn by H. Humbach 
and Gh. Davaiy when analysing Pat1hian iis-: Khuslui jaya bar(r)-u b1im-i Khurasiin I Dar o biish-u jahiin-rii mekhur ii.win I Zahiin-i 
pahlall'i har k-o shinasad I Khurii.wln <In buwad ki-z-6y k/11/r <isad I Kh1/r iisad pahla11·i bashad khiir iiyad I 'friiq-u Piirs-ra kh1ir z-o 
baniyad I Kh11r6.1·<111-1·</ hull'ad ma "ni kh1ir-<iyci11 I Kuj<i a: 6y k/11/r 1/_rnd s61·-i Enln ("0. how good is the land of Khorasan1 I Live (lit. 'be') 
there and happily ('easily') enjoy peace. I He. who understands Pahlavi(~ Pai1hian) language, I [he knows] that Khorasan [is the land] from 
which the sun comes. Pahlavi k/11/r ci.wd [means the same as Persian] klnir ii1ad. I To Iraq and Pars the sun comes from there. I The meaning of 
the word Khorasan - the coming sun. I the place whence from the sun comes to Iran"). See H. Humbach and Gh. Davary. "Der Name 
Khorasan", Anjoman-cfarhang-c Iran-c bas/an. B11/leti11. Anquetil Duperron Biccnnmy Menwrial Volume, XI I 2 (Tehran, 1973). pp. 8-9. 

Noteworthy is also the word '11y1r.i I anc6.i I 'mad'. its first part being privative prefix ane- (or ani- ?) for the first time attested in 
Parthian instead of the usual an- and ana- (cf. Parthian Manichacan a11-ahvad 'not-remembered. forgotten', a11<i-sag 'innumerable, count
less'). Sec Boyce, op. cit., pp. 11-2. 

21. KhanTkT (op. cit .. pp. 17--8. 47 - tracing of the images) marks drawings of lions representing the appearance of these animals 
and their rage with much precision (cf.fig. 7 of our article). 

22. Bashshash, op. cit., p. 60 (photograph: see.fig. 8 of our article); KhanTkT, op. cit .. p. 40, plate, section C-2 - not a very precise 
tracing of the inscription (cf fig. 5 of our article). 

23 .. igrn· I fogru I 'lion· - an earlier form with final -11. than Parthian Manichaean .i"agr. Middle Persian fogr (> New Persian .ier). 
er. also Sogdian .iyrn'. frtt")' I foyru . .iru)' I. Khorasmian sar;'. Khotano-Saka sarau. From Iranian sarye the word was apparently borrowed 
by Chinese - suan-i (Middle Chinese *.rn·a11-11giei, Old Chinese *.nnin-ngicg). See W. B. Henning. "A grain of mustard". Annali 
dc/l '/stilllto Universitario Orientali di Napoli. Sczionc Li11guistirn. VI ( 1965). p. 46. In Hcnning's opinion. Iranian languages in their 
turn borrowed the word for 'lion· from some South-East Asian language. H. W. Bailey suggested that this word continues an Old Iranian 
prototype. See H. W. Bailey. Dictionar\' o(Klwtan Saka (Cambridge. 1979). p. 421. 

24. Cf. KhanTkT. op. cit .. p. 47. plate. section E-3 - tracing of the image. 
25. Bashshash, op. cit., p. 62 (photograph; see fig. 9 of our article where a blown up fragment of the inscription is given); cf. KhanTkT. 

op. cit., p. 40, plate. section E-2 - E-3 (top)- the tracing is not precise (see.fig. /II). 
26. An abbreviated form of the name instead of Wdtnrrnrn I Wi.i<ide11'e11"11 usual for these inscriptions. 
27. 'KL11· - Aramaic ideogram corresponding to Parth . . nrnrda11. later wrnrdan 'to eat. consume, use' (attested in Parthian document 

Avroman Ill (53 A. D.). line 4). Final -w - phonetic complement, indicator of the past tense forn1. 
28. Restoration [pr: ]n-t ~ parza]ri!d 'will withhold him· is dictated by the context of the inscription. cf. Parth. Manich. pre 'r I parzar I 

'prohibition',prc'r- lparzcir-1 'withhold, prevent from. forbid'. Sec Ghilain. op. cit .. p. 105: Boyce. op. cit., p. 71. 
29. Restoration (L)[lf11·] appears the most probable. Ideogram Llf1r attested in the Parthian versions of Sasanian inscriptions 

(sec Gignoux, op. cit .. p. 56) corresponds to Parthian demonstrative pronoun '16 --- 'this one, he, him'. 

Illustrations 

Fig. I. Photograph of the inscription as reproduced in Bashshash, "KatTbeha-yi khatt-i partT-yi dowre-yi 
siisanT-yi sangnigiire-yi Liikh-Maziir-i Klich". in Silsilc-yi maqciliit-i pa:h1ihishi-yi 111/r<is-i 
/arhangi-ri kis/11rnr. I. Sa11g11igcirc-yi L1ikh-Ma:<ir (BTrjand. 1373/ 1994). p. 59. 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the inscription as reproduced in ibid.. p 63. 
Fig. 3. Tracings of the inscription as reproduced in Ra jab-' AIT Labbaf-i KhanTkT. "Guzarish-i barrasl-yi 

sangnigare-yi Lakh-Mazar-i Blrjand". in Si/sile-yi maqiiliit-i pazhiihishi-yi miriis-i jUrhangi-yi 
kish1rar. I. Sa11g11igiirc-ri Lakh-Ma:cir (BTrjand. 1373 I 1994). p. 41, the block above. 

Fig. 4. Photograph of the inscription with tracings as reproduced in Bashshash. op. cit., p. 61. 
Fig. 5. Tracings of the inscription as reproduced in KhanTkT. op. cit., p. 40. the block below. 
Fig. 6. Photograph of the inscription as reproduced in Bashshash, op. cit .. p. 58. 
Fig. 7. The drawing of the lion jumping. Khiinlkl. op. cit., p. 47, tracing. 
Fig. 8. Photograph of the inscription as reproduced in Bashshash. op. cit .. p. 60. 
Fig. 9. Photograph of the inscription as reproduced in Bashshash, op. cit., p. 62. 
Fig. 10. Tracings or the inscription as reproduced in Khanlkl. op. cit .• p. 40. the block above. 




